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Abstract The Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory of South Africa is currently
developing a lunar laser ranger (LLR) system based on a one metre aperture telescope in
collaboration with National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Observatoire de
la Côte d’Azur. This LLR will be an addition to a limited list of operating LLR stations
globally and it is expected to achieve sub-centimetre range precision to the Moon. Key to
this expectation including the overall telescope operational performance is thermal analysis
of the telescope structure, based on the thermal properties of component materials and their
interaction with the environment through conventional heat transfer mechanisms. This
paper presents transient thermal simulation results of the telescope’s optical tube and one
metre primary mirror in terms of thermal variations and consequent structural deformations. The results indicate that on a non-windy, cloud-free and winter day, the temperature
gradients on the structure could be within 1 °C with respect to the temporal ambient air
temperatures at the site when these are between 9 and 23 °C. Furthermore, these gradients
were coupled with thermally-induced total deformations that vary between 2.9 and
40.7 lm of the assembled telescope components. In overall, these findings suggest that
both the tube and especially the mirror may respond very slowly to ambient temperatures;
however, correcting for structural thermal variations is imperative in maximizing the
pointing accuracy of the telescope thereby increasing the chance being on-target with the
retroreflectors located on the Moon surface.
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1 Introduction
Over the past decades, studies have demonstrated that an optical telescope operating at an
observatory site is subject to a varying thermal environment which influences the thermal
behaviour of the telescope structure and its optical performance (Perry 1943). At an
observatory site, an optical telescope interacts with solar radiation, ground surface, sky and
ambient air temperatures (Greve and Bremer 2010), thus the relative effects induced by
each of these parameters on the operational and optical performance of the telescope varies
both spatially and temporally. In particular, the changing ambient air temperature (hereafter T?) cause a transfer of energy by e.g., convection (i.e., between the telescope and its
surrounds) and conduction (i.e., between the telescope component materials) thereby
changing the thermal state of the telescope. The thermal variations on the telescope due to
T? should be well understood in order to determine (i) their effect on the pointing of the
telescope and (ii) options for developing a thermal dynamic model which would correct for
thermal variations.
A thorough understanding of thermal variations on a telescope is incurred using two
widely known approaches. The first approach requires the installation of a network of
thermal sensors particularly on the identified major component materials of a telescope in
order to obtain real measurements of thermal variations (Bely 2003; Greve and Bremer
2010). The alternate approach entails simulating thermal variations based on a geometrically accurate three-dimensional model of a telescope, including its corresponding thermal
properties of the component materials (Bely 2003; Greve and Bremer 2010). However, it
has been reported that the reliability of thermal simulation outputs depends to a large
extent on the correct parameterisation of thermal loads which include e.g., T?, convection
coefficient (h) of air temperature and material thermal properties (Cho et al. 2009; Cho
et al. 2010), and thus if possible may have to be validated using real measurements. In this
study the latter approach was adopted for the analysis of thermal variations as well as
related deformations on the lunar laser ranger (LLR) optical telescope structure based at
Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (HartRAO) located in South Africa.
Numerous studies have used the latter approach to determine the effects of thermal
variations and related deformations on the pointing of an optical telescope. For example,
Cho et al. (2010) conducted a thermal analysis of the thirty meter telescope (TMT)
structure under different predetermined thermal loads for optical performance over day and
night temperatures spanning three consecutive days. The study discovered structural
thermal variations ranging between 0.01 and 7.32 °C corresponding with thermally-induced deformations ranging between 141 and 993 lm respectively (Cho et al. 2010), and
thus were shown to have a temporal impact on telescope pointing with offsets ranging from
0.700 to 100 at selected elevation angles (Vogiatzis et al. 2014). Mittag et al. (2008) analysed
the influence of ambient air temperatures on the pointing of the Hamburg robotic optical
telescope for 16 nights (with temperatures ranging from -6.4 to 25.8 °C) and found that
thermal expansion of component materials primarily triggered misalignments of the optical
axis with the tube. This expansion was responsible for the observed peak azimuth and
elevation offsets of 4000 and 1000 respectively. Furthermore, a number of studies have also
demonstrated virtually similar effects of thermal variations and resulting deformations on
the pointing of radio telescopes e.g., Combrinck and Merry (1997), Bremer and Penalver
(2002), Shinnage et al. (2004), Greve et al. (2005) and Wresnik et al. (2007). In overall,
these studies agree that the thermal behaviour of a site-based telescope could have an
impact on the required telescope performance (e.g., pointing) and should therefore be well
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understood with respect to the ambient climatic environment, design and thermal properties of component materials.
Therefore, this study presents a simulation-based thermal analysis of the HartRAO LLR
telescope component materials in terms of thermal variations and induced deformations.
The simulation was performed in ANSYS (Lawrence 2012) and provided a simulation of
the thermal behaviour of the HartRAO LLR telescope, particularly with respect to its
thermal material properties and T?. The ultimate objective, which is beyond the scope of
this paper, is to develop a dynamic thermal model that can mitigate the thermal variations
on the entire telescope to B1 °C and subsequently, feed these corrections into a telescope
pointing model (currently under development in HartRAO) to counteract resulting pointing
offsets. With regards to optimal thermal modelling of a telescope, it is worth mentioning
that a major challenge is to develop solution strategies that can mitigate and stringently
regulate the thermal variations to *1 °C (Murphy et al. 2008).

2 System requirements
The overall goal of this study is to have a dynamic thermal model that can maintain the
thermal variations of critical telescope component materials i.e., optics and tube support
structure to *1 °C by using measurements obtained from an expandable number n of
thermal sensors Tn. These thermal variations should be measured and regulated in real time in
order to stringently alleviate the induced expansion and misalignment of component materials. The thermal model is expected to contribute toward the attainment of the proposed
pointing and optical requirements of the LLR telescope (HartRAO 2005; Combrinck 2011;
Combrinck and Botha 2014) during normal operations, which are summarized in Table 1.
The requirements of the HartRAO LLR telescope (Table 1) are crucial in the correct
and comprehensive interpretation of the thermal modelling. In particular, this study, sought
to understand thermal variations and deformations of the critical telescope components due
to T? and their likelihood to compromise the pointing accuracy (Table 1) of the telescope
during ranging. Furthermore, it is imperative to exhaust the investigation regarding the
influence of thermal effects on other parameters of the telescope requirements (Perry 1943)
as this would guide the development of robust correction techniques particularly for
structural thermal variations.
Table 1 Summary of the selected pointing and optical constraints and requirements of the HartRAO LLR
telescope
Pointing related

Optical related

Range precision: 1 mm

Transmit/receive efficiency: [0.9/[0.8

Pointing accuracy: B0.500

Estimated photons: 3–4 per minute based on the proposed
130 mJ, 80 pico-second pulse width system and an
atmospheric seeing condition of 2–300

Tracking accuracy: \100

Return detector: avalanche photo diodes with 100–200 micron
aperture and detection efficiency of *50 %. Single photon
mode with a wavelength of 1064 nm

Maximum slew rate in azimuth and
elevation: *3 degrees per second

Start detector fast (\50 Pico seconds) photo diode detecting at
532 nm wavelength. Single or multiphoton mode

Position resolution: \0.500

Effective focal length: 7.6 m

The two columns do not relate to each other
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3 Materials used
3.1 Thermal properties of component materials and air temperature
variations
Various components of the LLR telescope based at HartRAO are currently being integrated
and coupled with the development of models for operating the instrument (Combrinck and
Botha 2014). Figure 1 presents a 3-D drawing prepared in SolidWorks (Planchard and
Planchard 2013) which depicts selected structural components of the telescope. Structural
components such as these are deemed sensitive to T? and thus significant for pointing
accuracy (Perry 1943). In addition, the thermal properties related to each component
material are also presented (Table 2) and play a significant role in the correct parameterisation of the thermal model.
Take note, the structural components are shown in exploded view according to Fig. 1
simply for legibility, however these components were considered as one assembled
structure during thermal analysis (i.e. a fully assembled optical tube). From Table 2 it can
be seen that the primary mirror material i.e. Zerodur, has the lowest thermal conductivity
(k) and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) compared to all other material components
of the telescope (Schott 2011).
Therefore, it is clear that the primary mirror might result in slow internal equalization of
thermal variations coupled with very small distortions (Jedamzik et al. 2010) relative to
other material components; particularly with respect to HartRAO site-based air temperature profiles which are on average broadly estimated in the range 0 °C to ±35 °C (Fig. 2).

4 Methods used
4.1 Analysis of thermal variations
A temporal analysis of thermal variations on the telescope components (Fig. 1) was performed in ANSYS software based on traditional heat transfer mechanisms expressed in
Eqs. (1) and (2).

Fig. 1 A 3-D model of the HartRAO LLR telescope optical tube assembly, illustrating the major structural
components
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Table 2 The thermal properties of the telescope component materials (Green 2008)
Primary mirror
(Zerodur)

Tube structure; baffle
tube (Aluminium)

Mirror mounting plate; middle
and outer rings (Mild steel)

Thermal Conductivity
k (W/m K)

1.46

130

50
490

Specific heat Cp (J/kg K)

820

1047

CTE 10-6 K-1

0.10

24.4

11.7

Density p (kg/m3)

2500

2800

7850

~
~_ conv ¼ hAx ðTx  T1 Þi~þ hAy ðTy  T1 Þj~ þ hAz ðTz  T1 Þk
Q


oT ~
oT ~
oT ~
~
_
i þ Ay
j þ Az
k
Qcond ¼ k Ax
ox
oy
oz

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

~_ conv represents the convection heat transfer rate between the telescope comIn Eq. (1) Q
ponents and the varying daily ambient temperature (T?) at HartRAO. Here, h denote the
convection coefficient of air temperature; ~i; ~
j and ~
k denote the unit vectors; Ax, Ay and Az
represent the surface areas; Tx, Ty and Tz are the temperatures of the corresponding surfaces in
three dimensional space of the assembled telescope structure respectively (Cengel and Ghajar
~_ cond represent the conduction heat transfer rate through the
2011). Furthermore, in Eq. (2) Q
telescope component materials as a result of, their temperature difference oT in three
dimensional space; and the thermal conductivity k (Cengel and Ghajar 2011).
In particular, the assembled telescope structure (Fig. 1) was subjected to an initial
temperature of 9 °C and subsequently exposed to T? typical of the HartRAO site during
the time period 00:00 and 11:30 am for a particular day in June. In this study, we assumed
stationary air at room temperature around the telescope structure by adopting a constant
h value of 0.025 W/m2C. This assumption thus excludes the wind effect during this
thermal analysis. The wind effect including the varying h values representative of natural
and/or forced convection are possible future considerations for the current analysis so as to
approximate reality as far as possible. In overall, this analysis provided insight about the
thermal variations on and between the telescope components, particularly how these
components thermally responded to T?.

4.2 Analysis of thermally-induced deformations
The analysis of thermal deformations of the telescope component materials were calculated
primarily based on material length and volume changes due to thermal variations,
expressed as al DT and av DT in Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively (Dalcher et al. 1977).
Change in length (lm) with temperature:
lf  lo
¼ al ðTf  To Þ ¼ al DT:
lo
Change in volume (m3) with temperature:
vf  vo
¼ av ðTf  To Þ ¼ av DT:
vo

ð3Þ

ð4Þ
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Fig. 2 Hourly diurnal-air-temperature changes at the HartRAO site for summer, winter and autumn seasons
of 2009 (a) and 2013 (b). These temperature plots were used to guide the estimation of the widest possible
temperature range including the approximate times when rapid temperature changes occur at the site where
the LLR telescope is located

In Eq. 3, the symbol al represents the linear CTE which quantifies the amount of strain
on a material with a change in temperature DT. The symbol av in Eq. (4) denotes the
volume CTE or the extent to which the volume of a material changes subject to DT. This
analysis was conducted using the ANSYS software package to provide a spatial and
temporal indication of the total thermal deformations of the telescope component materials
in the x, y and z directions.
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5 Results and discussion
5.1 Analysis of thermal variations
For T? that varied from *9 to 23 °C spanning the time period 00:00 and 11:30 a.m., the
resulting minimum and maximum thermal variations across the telescope component
materials were 9.3 to 10.1 °C (Fig. 3). In particular, the (Zerodur) primary mirror had the
lowest thermal variations of *0.1 °C relative to the other component materials with
respect to T? for the time period under study. This observation is consistent with the
thermal properties of the mirror (see, Table 2 and Schott 2011), especially for low k; thus
its slow thermal response to T? fulfils our requirement of regulating the thermal variations
to B1 °C. However, timely equalization (by using forced air ventilation) of these variations on the mirror (which responds comparatively slow to ambient temperature changes)
including other component materials is important for overall optical and pointing performance of the telescope (Perry 1943).
Further, a slight increase of *0.23 °C of the thermal variations is seen on the steel
mounting plate where the mirror rests. The minimal variations revealed by the two
aforementioned components are in contrast with those on the tube structure (Fig. 3). The
tube structure including the baffle tube (which are both of aluminium) had the highest
thermal variations in the range 9.54–10.12 °C with respect to T?. In particular, the baffle
tube is surrounded by a very good insulator (i.e. Zerodur mirror material) which reduces
heat transfer at the bottom side of the tube; this as a result, makes the top part of the baffle
tube to be more exposed to ambient air hence it appears warmer. Additionally, the isotherms along the tube suggest that the thermal variations could be unidirectional, propagating from the ‘open’ front-end of the tube toward the ‘closed’ back-end where the
primary mirror and mounting plate are structurally located. The evident decreasing temperatures toward the ‘closed’ back-end of the tube, suggest continuous (natural) heat losses
as the thermal energy propagates along the optical tube in a unidirectional manner. These
heat losses along the tube could have been accelerated by the contacting middle outer ring
surface which is made of steel, coupled with dissimilar thermal properties relative to the
aluminium tube.

Fig. 3 Cross-section of the assembled telescope component materials showing the simulated thermal
variations as modelled by ANSYS. The symbols a, b, c, d, e and f denotes the primary mirror, mounting
plate, baffle tube, middle outer ring, inner tube surface and outer tube surface respectively
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Take note that the tube design consists of two layers or surfaces, i.e., the outer shell and
inner shell (both made of thin aluminium; thus leaving an open region between the surfaces
for insulation purposes. This is evident in Fig. 3 where the relative thermal gradients on the
inner and outer shells respectively can be seen clearly. Furthermore, the thermal variations
probed specifically from the mirror and optical tube surfaces revealed a total temperature
gradient of *1 °C (Fig. 4), meaning that we can generally expect these component
materials to respond very slowly to T?. However, thermal regulatory measures may be
necessary (this will be done through a microprocessor controlled venting system) to ensure
these variations are equalized and kept to a minimum as much as possible i.e., \1 °C
(Murphy et al. 2008) to allow excellent telescope pointing, thereby increasing the chance
of being on-target with the retroreflectors located on the lunar surface.

5.2 Analysis of thermally-induced deformations
The thermal analysis results presented in Fig. 3 were used to estimate the total thermallyinduced deformations of the telescope structure in x, y and z directions (Fig. 5). Figure 5
illustrates the total deformations in the range 2.9–40.7 lm spanning the time period 00:00
and 11:30 a.m.. In particular, the resistance against DT by the mirror shows virtually zero
localised deformations of the mirror as well as its mounting plate (Fig. 5). These observations concur with modelling studies on the thermal expansion of Zerodur glass material
at varying temperature profiles (i.e., between 0 and 50 °C) which showed no radial variations and excellent homogeneity (Jedamzik et al. 2010). However, the magnitude of the
error contribution from derived deformations of the mirror is yet to be investigated for
telescope pointing at HartRAO.
The effects of the derived thermal variations (Fig. 3) are largely evident along the edges
of the tube surface through material expansion (Fig. 5); and thus, have been reported
elsewhere to be a significant source for a misalignment of the optical axis to the telescope
tube axis (see Mittag et al. 2008 and Shinnaga et al. 2004). In this context, the optical axis
entails the correct position of the spider assembly carrying the secondary focus mirror (not
shown in Fig. 5) in relation to that of the primary mirror. The secondary mirror is attached
to the front of the optical tube using a spider assembly (this allows centring and focussing).
Therefore, any slight deformations on the mirrors and/or materials holding the mirrors
would potentially misalign the optical axis thereby contributing to pointing errors and

Fig. 4 Temporal thermal variations on the tube and mirror surfaces in relation to T? typical of the
HartRAO site, during the time period 00:00 and 11:30 am for a particular day in June. The thermal
variations were probed from Fig. 3 only for the abovementioned surfaces
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Fig. 5 A cross-section of the telescope component materials showing the thermally-induced structural
deformations in x, y and z directions

focussing problems during ranging. These findings call for the development of a thermal
dynamic model which can compensate for structural misalignments due to thermal
variations.

6 Conclusions
This study has performed a first-step thermal analysis on selected component materials
comprising the HartRAO LLR optical telescope tube assembly, with the aim of simulating
and understanding its thermal behaviour. The analysis entailed parameterisation of heat
transfer equations in ANSYS software to derive thermal variations and related deformations of the telescope component materials, in relation to the varying ambient air temperatures at the HartRAO site. Overall, the results have shown total thermal variations of
about 1 °C; however, this could be due to the assumption (during parameterisation) that all
component materials have a constant h value of 0.025 W/m2 C at room temperature.
Furthermore, this study will be expanded to investigate the effect of natural and forced
convection with varying h values on the telescope thermal variations. In addition, this
analysis will be expanded to the other remaining telescope component materials particularly, the spider assembly, the secondary mirror, telescope azimuth-elevation mount, as
well as base structures. These preliminary findings provide an indication of: (i) understanding the thermal behaviour of the telescope tubes critical components with respect to
the changing thermal environment, (ii) guiding the strategic location of the temperature
sensors on the telescope to obtain real thermal measurements (e.g., this could enable realtime derivation and prediction of structural deformations), and (iii) options for developing
a thermal dynamic model which would correct for thermal variations that affect the
pointing of the telescope. It is worth mentioning that relatively low-cost solutions are
available on the market such as, thermal imagers, microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) thermal sensors and accelerometers for measuring temperature variations and
structural deflections in real-time (Hirt and Seeber 2008; Pisanu et al. 2010; Mészáros et al.
2014). Such options may provide the opportunity to explore alternative solution strategies
for implementing robust real-time thermal monitoring systems.
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